IV.

SIR ROBERT SIBBALD'S "DIRECTIONS FOR HIS HONOURED FRIEND MR LLWYD HOW TO TRACE AND REMARKE THE VESTIGES OF THE ROMAN WALL BETWIXT FORTH AND CLYDE." COMMUNICATED BY PROFESSOR F. J. HAVERFIELD, LL.D., HON. F.S.A. SCOT., THROUGH GEORGE MACDONALD, LL.D., F.S.A. SCOT.

The following copy of Sir Robert Sibbald's "Directions for his honoured friend Mr Llwyd how to trace and remarke the vestiges of the Roman wall betwixt Forth and Clide," is taken from the Bodleian Carte MS. 269, fol. 129r-135, and is reprinted here as likely, in the judgment of my Scottish friends, to be of interest to students of Roman remains in Scotland. The title is self-explanatory, nor is it necessary to tell Scottish antiquaries who Sir Robert Sibbald was. But a word may be added regarding the person addressed. Edward Llwyd or Lhuyd (1660–1709), by birth a Welshman, was an archaeologist of considerable note in his day. In 1690 he was appointed keeper of the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, and held that post till his death. About 1696–7 he set about collecting subscriptions to enable him to undertake a prolonged antiquarian and scientific tour. In 1699 he came to Scotland; next year he visited Ireland and Cornwall. His original scheme covered five years, but he encountered numerous troubles which forced him to curtail it. In 1707 he published the first instalment of his results in *Archaeologia Britannica*, vol. i. The work was purely philological, and so disappointed the subscribers that it was never continued. Some of his archaeological notes on Wales were published by Bishop Gibson in his re-edition of Camden: others have been recently printed by the Cambrian Archaeological Association. Other notes relating to the Roman Wall in Scotland were in the hands of Sir Thomas Seabright in 1720, and were then utilised by Stukeley in writing his *Account of a Roman Temple*, etc., but they seem now to
have disappeared. Possibly they were among a large number that were destroyed by fire in the early years of the nineteenth century. Many of Lhuyd's papers and letters are in Bodleian Library at Oxford, and among them the copy of Sibbald's notes on the Roman Wall in Scotland, here reprinted.

For the most part Sibbald's directions correspond very closely to what he says in the chapter of his *Historical Inquiries* which deals with the Wall. Most of the "Indefinite Places" included in the later part of the list will be readily recognisable by those familiar with the place-names of the district. What the significance of their inclusion here under such a heading may be is doubtful. It is possible, as Dr Macdonald suggests, that Sibbald was unable to decipher them to his own satisfaction in some of the papers at his disposal: he mentions in his *Historical Inquiries* that he was greatly indebted to the manuscript collections of Dr. Christopher Irvine and Mr. David Buchanan.

F. Haverfield.

Sir, — You may first go from this to Crawmond Town and there you'll see the Roman Altar and the Laird or Lady may shew you a Roman medal in Gold, (if I remember well) of Antoninus Pius. Beda sayeth that beyond where the wall reach'd they had stations for their ships and by the stone with inscriptions and what was found here I conjecture this was one for the smaller vessels, which was then most used.

From that you go to Over Cramond belonging to Mr Mackenzie where you'll see another stone with an inscription. I was told there was another found upon the Hill Gray-Cruik in the neighbourhood but I never saw it you may enquire at the people there about.

Then you go towards Cramond Bridge and cross it and about a quarter of a mile upon the side of the High way to the South ferry there are some urns of a square figure to be seen where the Ground is cut down (upon the East side) for enlarging the way: these consist (fol. 130) of 4 square stones of a foot diameter, one below, and one each side, and one for a cover, and the face to the west open: some
report there was some old coins found there. At the bridge you may be inform'd where the cats stone is and goe to it, and from that you go to Kirklestown, and from there you may pass the water to the South side: and go to new Liston for betwixt it and Inglishtown was the 2 stones in my Garden found and I was told, there was a third built in the wall of some of the Tenents Houses a little to the west of Inglistown.

From this you go up to the High way which Leadeth to the new Bridge and upon the side of that within a quarter of mile of the Bridge you meet first with the High obeliske and about a musket shot to the west of't upon the other side you meet with the Tumulus or Burrough with some stones standing and some fallen around it.

Then you cross the Bridge again and there's a way from the Bridge a little above new Liston will take you to Wontbadge, from that you are inform'd of the straigh way to the Castle of Abercorn: and upon the South side (fol. 130d) of the Hill upon which the castle standeth, you will find a deep and broad ditch which I take to have been some part of the wall drawn eastward.

From this you go to the Binns to Generall Dalzell's house and about a muskett shott below it you come to Blackness Castle.

Betwixt Binns and Cariddin a little south is Walton with a Burrow at it, it's the penveltun and penvahel of Beda.

From that the wall runs to Cairidin where a Vespasian in Gold was found (which I saw), some urns were found in the garden and there is built in the new building a stone with the figure of an eagle found there.

Some of the people thereabout will guide you to the vestiges of the wall which runn a little above Cuff about pans, Bridgenose, Grang, and so along to Kineil Duke Hamilton's house it runn through the wood you go through the village of Kineill to Inneraven where there are the vestiges of some old building probably the Roman fort you would view it narrowly.

Fol. 131. Then you cross the water of Avon there and strike up the way to Kalendar where you meet it within the Inclosure near to the High way to Falkirk which is hard by.
But from Kineil you may go by the High-way southward to the City of Linlithgow a mile and some more from that still southward an ascent to the Kipps where you will see the ancient alter at the end of my Inclosure (the people call it the cloven stones), they are upon the east march of my grounds: and the round range of stones is close by it: a little to the north you will see the vestiges of a camp upon the Hill Cockle roof: and a little to the west of it two camps an ulter and inner camp upon the Bondba Hill: upon the north side of Lochcoat Loch.

Upon the south side in the Hill bewest Lochcoat house is a Large carn of stones.

At the Kipps standing upon the Hill streight out fra the House with your face to the House you will find an Echo will answer some twelve syllables from 3 distant places: and if you turn your face to the Lough you will find a circular echo answer.

Fol. 131d. You may go in to the House of Kipps and call for Mr Oliphant or his wife (if he be not at home) give my service to them they will shew you the house: and you may refresh you there or at the Tenents William Younger his house, he will either go along with you himself, or furnish you with a servant for your Guide to the silver mines a mile south from my house: upon the way to it you may search in the Kipps burn for marcasites Hoematites and such like are sometimes found there: and then you will strike up to the High way to Bathgate: and there you will see some stones upon a little rising ground with the Hierusalem Cross upon them all the marchstones of the Barony of Torphuichen are such and so mark’d for ‘twas an Asyly or Gyrrth as we call it.

From that you go forward toward the open betwixt the Hills and so you come to the silver mines where you will find Heaps of the sparr with some metall in them and the people who live in the houses hard by will shew you the Adites and the smelting house and inform you of them, they are Quarriers and work in the Limestone Quarries (fol. 132) hard by! where you may meet with some stalagmites your Guide will Guide you over the Hills southward to the Limestone Quarries in
Bathgate Hills where Dr Balfour and I found the Pectunculites the entrochi and the fasciculus Tubulosus and such like.

From this you may return back to my Tenents house and They will guide you to the way to Linlithgow Bridge and then you are upon the High way to Kalendar and Falkirk from thence you go to Duny pace where you see the Duni or Tumuli pacis and east from it Camelon or a Roman garison and opposite to it the other side of Carron ædes Termini or Arthur's oven where at Stennis his house or village you may gett a Ladder and carrying a Link with you, you make [sic] take copy of the decussate Ciphers and numbers and what else you meet remarkable there (the ciphers are a spear High upon the north east side of the door.

At Falkirk you will find a Guide to Bony water upon the Tract of the wall, and so to Kastlekary and Cumernald and then to Bankyce Kirkintillo (by the way near Kilsyth I am told there are some stones with Inscriptions and at Miniabrych that which I shall shew in Scaligers commentary upon the chronicon Eusebij) fra Kirkintillo to Cadyr and then (fol. 132d) the Tract is mentioned afterwards below this.

At Comermal or near to it are inscriptions, Forts and camps and their pots and other antiquities.

Besides the Rampire and ditch with the Rounds, all about it had many square fortifications, in form of a Roman camp. From Blackness to Kinneill a fort, at Innerevin a fort, at Langton a myle be east Falkirk a fort, at the Rowentree Burn-head, at Westercowden above Helens chappell at Croyhill at Calliby pest the Kirkwood over against Croyhill, the top of the Barrhill a great one, at Balcastle over against the Barrhills at Achindowy, at Kirntillo, at east Calder, at Hiltown, at Calder, at Simmerstone, and over Kelvin River: at Carrestoun, at Achterbinny, at the rockhill, over against the Westerwood, at Bankiros over minny against Castlekarry at Dunglasse.

The mount from Seabeigh is called Caledome hill a fort near the Rowentree burn, half a mile from the Seabeigh, [this betwixt Falkirk and the water of Bony] from that to the stony hill a castle bewest
upon the south side of Grahams dike, another at the west side of the Kalendour house, the dike call'd Graham's dike, from (fol. 133) the Kalendar house the dike runneth a little east, and then strikes down upon the north side of the Gallowsyke then it runneth streight to the mumrells, from whence it goeth to the cadger bray and runs down to milhille and fra thence runs up the Hill call'd the Hill and thence it runs down to the water of Even and crosseth there and goeth up to Innereven where there hath been a fort.

In regard that these last places mentioned Lying east from Falkirk and round it and bewest it are not so distinctly marked in the proper places it will be fit you inform yourself well at Innerevin and the neighbour places upon the Embouchear of Evenwater: and at Falkirk you must take a guide who can best guide you thereabouts.

The following notes direct you from Dumbarton back to Seabeigh a little beyond Falkirk.

Dunbarton a great fort half a mile to the castle.

From thence a mile to the foot of Diniburk Hill (eastward) a fort, a mile to Dunglass a fort.

From that a mile to Chappell hill above the Town of Kirkpadrick a fort.

from thence a mile over Cressak water at Duntother miln to Golden hill a great fort towards its south side.

from thence a large mile over Cladden Hill and Hulcheson Hill and the Peills Glen (fol. 133d) on castle hill a fort.

from thence over the mossefald hill of Led Camelmok by the new Kirk of Kirkpadrick a mile the Hay hill a fort.

From thence a mile over Fergusons moor, over Bullay hill, mutican hill to Summerston a Fort.

2 mile from thence crossing Celvin water at the steps of Balmilly and going through that town to Hiltoun of calder.

From thence a mile to Easter Calder.

From thence over park burn a mile to Kirkintillo, at Kirkintillo a great fort.
A mile to Achindery a great fort.

Cross Chirsa burn half a mile and from thence a large mile to Barr hill a great fort.

A large mile to the East side of this Croyhill a fort.

Along the Dillator (or Donater) a mile to the Westerwood a great Fort.

Be south the Nedderwood a quarter of a mile a little fort.

from thence a mile to Castlecarry a great fort.

from thence a mile to the west end of Seabeigh wood a fort.

from thence a mile to St Helens Chappell to the south west.

about ¼ mile a great fort at the East end of Seabeggwood.

Fol. 134.—Indefinite places.

Ach. cockinge house.

Antonin. pius. II. Legion XXII.

Dunardbrugh.

Craileeth, Freeland.

Chappel: hill Duglassthorn.

Vilula, Camerogh.

Dutother Mill.

The new Kirk of Kirkpatrick down towards burn to Hay Hill a fort.

Over Keraston moore.

Over Bullay hills and Militon hill. to Sunvetle thorn a mile and a half. At Calder house a Longstone.

Leg. II. Aug. victrix.

Long trees oak taken out of the via militaris near that place.

Kirk patrick hill.

Dunglas ¼ Kirkpatrick, the old Kirk of Kilpatrick.

other side of Clyde Ersbyne Askmani.

Other indefinite places.

Dumbuck, miln of Cahown and north archintowy.

C. B. Dunarin houses, spittle houses, and burn, Gaburn houses.
chappill hill a fort, Kirkpatrick, Sandyfoord, Carleith, Duntoother mill of Cressak water a mile from Kirkpatrick east.

Golden Hill a great fort Counstlay and Cladden hill. Hucheson burn. Achin—(fol. 134d) bary a mile Hucheson hill, peil: Glen, Achinbernart castle, castle hill. The thorn of Easter Leadcamerock, on the Moss Fald hill of Led Camenth a fort.

I marked the places that you may see partly the old names of places with uc and partly they may be marks to direct you to the tract of the wall and forts for that they seem to be in its neighbour-head.

Dimensions of Arthur's oven.

The breath of the door is ane ell and 3 quarters, the height is 2 ells and three quarters, and ane nail. Breadth of the top is 3 ells and a half ell and half quarter, wydness within is 20 ells and ane quarter wydness without 27 ells and half ell half quarter and ane nail.

Within the oven above the door there are like 3 eagles and above that there's ane window to the East and it is said that of old the oven was so narrow in the top that an ordinary Girdell (for baking bread) would have covered the same. It had an Iron gate which the Monteiths of Cars took away and it was observ'd the Estate went from them soon after.

The thickness of the wall at the foot thereof is five quarters except ane inch and a half and at the top three quarters and an half.

When I was last there I saw in the inner north east side a spear high from the ground some characters like numbers (fol. 135) which I could not distinctly read but I conjecture it may be the measure of the length of the wall for there was not so many Legions in the Island as the numbers seem to mount to.

A torch lighted and a Ladder might make you read them, at least take them off just as they stand.

Sent to Dr Sibbald from Bathgate Hills near Linlithgow
Dec. 18, 99.

1. Ostreites major etc. converted to spar.
2. Pectunculites minor amphioris reticulatus. The Bottom of this is
so lapsd that no shell is found of this form. There was but one good specimen in the paper.

3. Entrochus.

4. Alcyonium fossile striatum.

5. Fungites instar plectri gallinacei, major.

6. Pectunculites aotis vulgator lacuna in dorso insign. Distorted.

7. Fasciculus mineralis though perhaps it scarce differs from the fourth.

